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ADVERTORIAL

Cashbuild

Cashbuild
helps you ke
ep
warm this
winter

E

VERYONE wants
to feel warm and
snug in winter
and for many
people a luxurious bath is a highlight at the end
of a chilly day. Imagine opening
the hot water tap, adding a dash
of your favourite bubble bath . . .
then the shock of finding yourself in water colder than Jack
Frost’s jacket.
Geyser failure isn’t a pleasant
experience at any given time but
during winter it’s one of the
worst let-downs.
Cashbuild takes your comfort
very seriously. In fact they have
become somewhat of a consumer champion in the geyser division. As the going gets tougher
economically they reckon it’s
nice to know some things are
constant and reliable – such as a
good geyser. It’s even better to
know you can buy a quality geyser at an affordable price.
Cashbuild, South Africa’s largest building materials retailer,
leads from the front. They source
their affordable products from
reputable companies only. One
such company is the Gautengbased Franke Group – a world
leader with more than 100 years’
experience in providing a huge
range of domestic products, including geysers, in 40 countries
worldwide.
Sticking with the best is paying off for Cashbuild. Standard
Bank Insurance Ltd recently appointed Cashbuild South Africa
onto their panel of geyser suppliers. That means if you’re covered
by Standard Bank Insurance
you’ll be supplied with topquality geysers carrying the
Franke brand name if your current one bombs out on you.
Do you need more peace of
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mind? If you install a Franke
Supaflo geyser made from
anti-corrosive stainless steel in
your home, it comes with a fiveyear guarantee on the inner cylinder, a 24-month guarantee on
the geyser valves and a 12-month
guarantee on the electrical components.
S Call the Cashbuild helpline
0860-100-582 for more information.

More info on the
Franke range

S The Franke Supaflo geyser
is being manufactured exclusively for Cashbuild in 100-litre
(R1 595), 150-litre (R1 695) and
200-litre (R2 695) capacity options.
S The Franke standard dual
geyser is available in 100-litre
(R1 905), 150-litre (R2 065)
and 200-litre (R3 225) capacity

options.
S Supaflo geysers are guaranteed for four years and Franke
standard dual geysers are guaranteed for five years.
S In the unlikely event that
anyone finds the same or comparable Supaflo geyser advertised and in stock elsewhere at
a cheaper price, Cashbuild will
refund the difference.

Hot facts
S Choose a plumber who is registered with IOPSA (Institute
of Plumbing South Africa) and SAIA (South African Insurance
Association) to install your geyser.
S If you use an unqualified plumber to install your geyser
you’re not only putting your life at risk but your geyser won’t
be covered by insurance if it breaks down.
S In 2006 SAIA estimated that between 30 000 and 40 000 geysers were installed every month in South Africa, of which 65
per cent were replacements paid for by the insurance industry.
S This was costing the industry up to R300 million a year which
is why SAIA encourages you to use registered and qualified
plumbers.
Cashbuild will soon be launching Franke’s solar assisted water heating system. A fully installed
150 litre system will cost approximately R10 000. Consumers will be able to get a refund to the
value of approximately R2 000 from Eskom. Cashbuild and Franke are making the cost of these
SABS compliant solar assisted water heating systems extremely affordable for a limited period.

